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Who killed hannibal lecter's sister

Fictional characters created by Thomas Harris This article is about the character. For the franchise, see Hannibal Lecter (franchise). Hannibal LecterHannibal Lecter asAnthony Hopkins as Lecter in The Silence of the LambsFirst appeared in 1991Red DragonCreated byThomas HarrisPortrayed byBrian Cox
(Manhunter)Anthony Hopkins (The Silence of the Lambs, Hannibal, Red Dragon)Gaspard Ulliel (Hannibal Rising)Aaran Thomas (young; Hannibal Rising)Mads Mikkelsen (Hannibal)Information in the UniverseAliasLloyd WymanDr. Mr. FellMr. ClosterNicknameHannibal the CannibalThe Chesapeake
RipperGenderMaleTitleDr. Hannibal LecterCount Hannibal Lecter VIIIOccupationPsychiatristSurgeon (formerly)FamilyCount Lecter (father)Simonetta Lecter née Sforza (mother)Mischa Lecter (sister)Other importantLady MurasakiClarice Starling (sub)Alana Bloom (TV series)Bedelia Du Maurier (TV
series)RelativesCount Robert Lecter (uncle)Lady Murasaki (aunt-by-marriage)NationalityLithuanian-American Dr. Hannibal Lecter is a character created by novelist Thomas Harris. Lecter is a serial killer who eats his victims. Before his arrest, he was a respected forensic psychiatrist; after his detention, he was consulted
by FBI agents Clarice Starling and Will Graham to help them find other serial killers. Lecter first appeared in a small role as a villain in Harris Red Dragon's 1981 horror novel. The novel was turned into the film Manhunter (1986), with Brian Cox as Lecter. Lecter had a bigger role in The Silence of the Lambs (1988); the
1991 film was starring Anthony Hopkins as Lecter, for which he won the Academy Award for Best Actor. Hopkins went on to play the role for the 1999 novel Hannibal, in which Lecter evaded recapture, and his second film was transformed into Red Dragon in 2002. The fourth novel, Hannibal Rising (2006), explores
Lecter's childhood and develops into a serial killer. He was starring in the 2007 film film by Gaspard Ulliel. In the NBC television series Hannibal (2013-2015), which focused on Lecter's relationship with Graham, Lecter was played by Mads Mikkelsen, who won the Saturn Award for performance. In 2003, Lecter (played by
Hopkins) was named the greatest villain in American cinema by the American Film Institute. [1] In 2010, Entertainment Weekly named him one of the 100 greatest figures of the previous 20 years. In 2019, Lecter (played by Mikkelsen) was named the 18th greatest villain in television history by Rolling Stone. [3] Hannibal
Lecter is a serial killer who eats his victims. He is very smart, with manners perfect; according to Hannibal's novels, he liked to eat rudely. [4] Hopkins described Lecter as the Robin Hood of the killers, who killed the rude. [5] In the novel Red Dragon, protagonist Will Graham states that psychologists call Lecter a
psychopath because do not know what else to call him. Graham claimed that he had no remorse or guilt at all, and tortured animals as a child, but he did not express any other criteria traditionally associated with sociology. When asked how he would describe Lecter, Graham replied, he is a monster, implying that
Lecter's mind is somehow incomplete in the same way that some babies are born with missing limbs or inactive bodies. [6] In The Silence of the Lambs, Lecter's goalkeeper, Dr. Frederick Chilton, claims that Lecter is a pure psychopath (the pure psychopath in the film). In the film's film film from The Silence of the Lambs,
protagonist Clarice Starling talks about Lecter, They don't have a name for him. Lecter's pathology is explored in more detail in Hannibal and Hannibal Rising, explaining that he was traumatised as a child in Lithuania in 1944 when he witnessed the murder and cannibalism of his beloved sister, Mischa, by a group of
Defecting Lithuanian Hilfswillige, one of them claiming that Lecter also accidentally ate his sister. All the media in which Lecter appeared portrayed him as intellectually brilliant, cultural and sophisticated, with subtle tastes in art, music and cuisine. He is often depicted preparing delicious meals from his victim's meat, the
most famous example being his acknowledgation that he once ate the liver of a survey participant with some nice fava and Chianti beans (a great Amarone in the novel). He is deeply offended by rudeness, and regularly kills people with bad manners. Prior to his arrest and imprisonment, he was a member of Baltimore,
Maryland's social class, and a sitting member of the Board of Directors of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra. In The Silence of the Lambs, Lecter is depicted through starling's eyes: She can see that he is small, sleek; In her arms and arms, she sees wiry power as her own. The novel also reveals that Lecter's left hand
has a rare condition called mid-ray replication, i.e. a duplicate middle finger. [7] In Hannibal, he performs plastic surgery on his face several times, and removes his extra digits. Lecter's eyes are a shadow of dark brown, and reflect light in the correct points of red. [8] He has small white teeth[9] and dark, glossy hair that
returns to the heights of a widow. He also has a sense of interest in smell; in Red Dragon, he immediately recognizes Will Graham's brand, and in The Silence of the Lambs, he can identify through a plexiglass window with small holes in the perfume brand that Starling wore the day before. He has an eidetic memory that
he has built in his mind a palace of complex memory with which he resued rich memories and senses of detail. Anthony Hopkins, the actor most closely identified with the character, said he plays Lecter as extremely sober, very quiet ... He has such frightening physical strength, and and don't waste an ounce of energy.
He's very restrained. He's all brains. [10] His performance was inspired by the HAL 9000 from Stanley Kubrick's 2001 A Space Odyssey. Critic Roger Ebert explains this comparison: He was a great machine, brilliant, great at logic, lacking emotion. [11] In the same essay, Ebert hypothesized: One key to the film's appeal
is that audiences like Hannibal Lecter ... He may be a cannibal, but as a dinner party guest, he will give value for money (if he doesn't eat you). He doesn't bore, he likes to have fun, he has his standards, and he's the smartest person in the movie... He brings comparisons, really, with other movie monsters like Nosferatu,
Frankenstein ... King Kong and Norman Bates. They have two in common: They behave according to their nature, and they are misunderstood. There is nothing that these monsters do as evil in any common moral sense, because they lack any moral significance. They have hard wires to do what they do. They had no
choice. In areas where they have choices, they try to do the right thing. [12] According to the Guardian, before The Silence of the Lambs, films depicting psychopathic killers as hand-clad bogeymen with melted faces and rubber masks. Lecter, on the otherm, is smart with perfect manners. [4] Appearing in the novel Red
Dragon In the plot of the 1981 novel Red Dragon, FBI agent Will Graham interviews Lecter about one of his patients who was killed by a serial killer, before intuiting that Lecter was the culprit; he sees the wound man's medical diagram in Lecter's office, and remembers that the victim suffered similar wounds described in
the drawing. Recognizing that Graham was above him, Lecter climbed behind Graham and stabbed him with a linoleum knife, almost disemboweling him. Graham survived, but was traumatised by the incident to his early retirement from the FBI. Lecter was charged with a series of nine murders, but was not convicted for
reasons of insanity. He was institutionalized in Baltimore State Hospital for criminal insanity under the care of Dr. Frederick Chilton, a pompous, ins capacity psychologist whom he despised, and who subjected him to a series of minor cruelty. A few years later, Graham retired and consulted Lecter to catch another serial
killer, Francis Dolarhyde, known as the Tooth Fairy. Through the classifieds of a tabloid called The National Tattler, Lecter provided dolarhyde with Graham's home address; Dolarhyde then used this information to break into Graham's home, stab him in the face, and threaten his family before Graham's wife Molly shot
him dead. At the end of the novel, Lecter sends Graham a letter, saying he hopes won't be ugly. The Silence of the Lambs In the 1988 follow-up The Silence of the Lambs, Lecter supports the FBI Clarice Starling in capturing a serial killer, Jame Gumb, known as Buffalo Bill. Lecter is fascinated by Starling, and they form
an unusual relationship in which he gives her a record of his killer and modus operandi in exchange for details of her unhappy childhood. Lecter had previously met Gumb, the former lover of his patient (and last victim) Benjamin Raspail. He does not disclose this information directly, instead giving Starling vague clues to
help her find it on her own. In exchange for Lecter's help, the FBI and Chilton arrange for him to be transferred to a lower security facility, far from Chilton. Lecter escaped while in transit, however, killing and mutilating his bodyguards and using one of their faces as a mask to deceive police and paramedics before killing
the later and escaping. While in hiding, he wrote a letter to Starling wishing her well, a second to Barney (his main orderly person at the asylum), thanking him for his courteous treatment, and a third letter to Chilton, promising terrible revenge; Chilton disappeared shortly afterwards. Hannibal In his third novel, Hannibal in
1999, Lecter lived in a palazzo in Florence, Italy, and worked as a museum in charge under the alias Dr. Fell. One of Lecter's two surviving victims, Mason Verger - a wealthy, brutal who Lecter brutally assaulted during a court-ordered therapy session, leaving him with a terribly deformed quadriplegic - offers a great
reward to anyone who arrests Lecter, with whom he intends to raise wild boar bred specifically for this purpose. Verger enlisted the help of Rinaldo Pazzi, a frustrated Italian police inspector, and Paul Krendler, a corrupt Justice Department official and Starling's boss. Lecter kills Pazzi and returns to the United States to
escape verger's he sai he saiding Sardinia, but is captured. Starling follows them, intending to arrest Lecter personally, and is wounded in a gunfight with Verger's hetero. Lecter escaped, with Starling's help, and persuaded Verger's sister Margot - his former patient, whom Verger had harassed and raped years earlier - to
kill her brother, promising to take responsibility. Lecter rescues the injured Starling and takes her to her rented home on the Chesapeake Coast to treat her, subjecting her to a mind-altering medication regime during treatment to help her heal her childhood trauma and her anger at the world's unfairness. He considers
whether his long-dead sister Mischa can somehow re live through Starling. One day, he invites her to a stately dinner, where the guest and the first course are Krendler, whom their brains consume together. Tonight, refuses to let her personality be subsumed, telling Lecter that Mischa's memory can live in him. Then she
gives him her breasts, and they become lovers. Ba Ba later, the orderly former Barney, who treated Lecter with respect while he was detained in Baltimore, saw Lecter and Starling enter the Teatro Colón opera house in Buenos Aires. Fearing for his life, Barney left Buenos Aires immediately, never returning. The reader
then learns that Lecter and Starling are living together in an exquisite Beaux Arts villa where they hire servants and engage in activities such as learning new languages and dancing together and building their own respective memory palaces, and being told that Sex is a great structure they add every day , that the mindaltering drugs have not had a part in their lives for a long time, and that Lecter is satisfied with the fact that Mischa can not return. Hannibal Rising Harris wrote a pre-story in 2006, Hannibal Rising, after film producer Dino De Laurentiis (who owns the film rights to the character of Lecter) announced a film project intended
to depict Lecter's childhood and evolved into a serial killer with or without Harris' help. Harris will also write the film's screenplay. The novel records Lecter's early life, from when he was born into an aristocratic family in Lithuania in 1933, to an orphanage, along with his beloved sister Mischa, in 1944 when a Nazi Stuka
bomber attacked a Soviet tank in front of their jungle hideout. Soon after, he and Mischa were captured by a group of Nazi collaborators who killed and ate mischa in front of her brother; Lecter later learned that collaborators also fed him Mischa's remains. I can't overcome the trauma, Lecter escapes from deserters and
roams the woods, stunned and unable to speak. He was found and taken back to his family's ancient castle, which had been converted into a Soviet orphanage, where he was bullied by other children and abused by the principal. He was adopted by Robert's uncle and Robert's Japanese wife, Lady Murasaki, who took
care of him back to health and taught him to talk again. Robert died shortly after adopting Lecter, who formed a close, fake romantic relationship with his aunt. During this time, he also showed great intellectual aptitude, entering medical school from an early age and distinguishing himself. Despite his seemingly
comfortable life, Lecter is consumed by a savage obsession with avenged Mischa's death. He first killed as a teenager, beheading a racist fish seller who insulted Murasaki. He then methodily tracked, tortured, and killed every man who killed his sister. In the course of revenge, he abandons his relationship with Murasaki
and seems to lose all traces of humanity The novel ends with Lecter being admitted to Johns Hopkins Hospital. Originally published as Hannibal Lecter (franchise) Anthony Hopkins as Lecter in The Silence of the Lambs Red Dragon was first filmed in 1986 as michael mann mann although the spelling of Lecter's name
was changed to Lecktor. He is played by actor Brian Cox. [13] Cox based his performance on Scottish serial killer Peter Manuel. [14] In 1991, Orion Pictures produced an film film from The Silence of the Lambs directed by Jonathan Demme, in which Lecter was played by actor Anthony Hopkins. Hopkins' Oscar-winning
performance turned Lecter into a cultural icon. In 2001, Hannibal was cast in a film, with Hopkins continuing his role. In the film's film, the ending is revised: Starling tries to capture Lecter, who escapes after cutting off his hand to free himself from handcuffs. In 2002, Red Dragon was edied again, this time under its
original title, with Hopkins again as Lecter and Edward Norton as Will Graham. Hopkins wrote a script for another follow-up, which ended with Starling killing Lecter. [15] In 2016, Hopkins said, I made the mistake of making two more [Hannibal Lecter films] and I should have just made one. [16] In late 2006, the novel
Hannibal Rising was transformed into a film, which depicted Lecter's development as a serial killer. In the film, which was completed in 2007, eight-year-old Lecter is portrayed by Aaran Thomas, while Gaspard Ulliel plays him as a young man. Both the novel and the film, as well as Ulliel's performance as Lecter, received
negative reviews. [17] In the main television article: Hannibal (TV series) Mads Mikkelsen played Hannibal for the television series. In February 2012, NBC ordered Hannibal, a drama film antho series from Red Dragon written and executive produced by Bryan Fuller. [18] Mads Mikkelsen plays Lecter,[19] opposite Hugh
Dancy as Will Graham. [20] Fuller commented on Mikkelsen's version of Lecter: What I liked about Mads' approach to the character was that, in our first encounter, he was adamant that he didn't want to be Hopkins or Cox. He talks about characters not so much as 'Hannibal Lecter the cannibal psychiatrist', but as Satan this fallen angel who is passionate about humanity and has a relationship for who we are as people, but certainly not among us - he is the other. I think it's a really cool, interesting approach, because I love science fiction and horror and – not that we ever wanted to do anything deliberately to suggest this – but have it
subtextually played as he is Lucifer feels like a really interesting kink for the series. It's slightly different from anything that's been done before and it also gives it a slightly more realistic quality if you watch the show through the prism of, 'This is Satan at work, appealing to anyone with the apples of their psychology'. It
appeals to all the things that make me excited about any kind of entertainment. [21] Part 1 The first part revised the series' continuity so that Graham and Lecter first worked together on the hunt for Garrett Jacob Hobbs (Vladimir) Cubrt), Minnesota Shrike, a serial killer hunting college girls. During the investigation, Lecter
secretly called Hobbs to tell him that Graham was with him, only to see what Hobbs would do. As a result, Hobbs returns to his family, kills his wife and tries to kill his daughter Abigail (Kacey Rohl) as Graham charges in and shoots him dead. [22] Killing Hobbs weighs heavily on Graham's conscience and gives him
nightmares, so boss Jack Crawford (Laurence Fishburne) sends him to Lecter for advice. [23] Throughout the first season, Lecter acted as Graham's official psychiatrist, and they formed a fragile friendship. Lecter and Graham also become Abigail's father, and cover for her when they discover that she is her father's
reluctant accomplice. Lecter is fascinated by Graham's ability to sympathize with psychopaths, and he spends much of the series trying to undermine Graham's fragile sanity and push him to become a killer. To this end, Lecter prevents Graham from knowing that he has progressed to encephalitis, only to see how
Graham will operate in this situation. [24] In the season-end episode, Lecter reluctantly framed Graham for a series of murders he him him administration had inflicted throughout the season – including, apparently, Abigail – but not before Graham realized that Lecter was the Chesapeake Ripper, the serial killer he had
tried to catch. [25] During the beginning of the second season, Graham, who is currently institutionalized, tries to convince skeptical former colleagues that Lecter is the real killer and begins pulling the strings from inside his cell to expose him. Meanwhile, Lecter began manipulating evidence from outside, exonerated
himself after the fbi's initial investigation into Graham's claims. Eventually, Graham convinces his friend and colleague Beverly Katz (Hettienne Park), a forensic scientist, to investigate Lecter in exchange for help in a case. She broke into Lecter's house, where she found evidence of his guilt. However, Lecter captured
her and killed her; he then parted his body vertically and displayed it in the background. Angry and revenge, Graham persuades the disorderly hospital order matthew Brown (Jonathan Tucker) to try to kill Lecter, but Lecter gets the better of Brown and kills him. [26] Lecter retaliates by playing her lover Alana Bloom
(Caroline Dhavernas), a psychologist with whom Graham has romantic feelings. [26] Lecter later exonerated Graham by giving forensic evidence about Graham's alleged victims at the scene of one of his own murders, which led to Graham's release. He also framed his colleague Frederick Chilton (Raúl Esparza) by
planting a mutilated corpse in his home and affecting his surviving victim Miriam Lass (Anna believes Chilton kidnapped and tortured her. [26] Graham continued to treat Lecter as Try to trap him. Lecter is aware of the ruse, but is fascinated by the experience and allows it to continue in an attempt to test his connection to
Graham. In an attempt to push Graham to become a killer, Lecter sends his former psychiatric patient Randall Tier (Mark O'Brien) after him, and Graham kills and mutilated Tier - just as Lecter hopes he will. [27] Graham then attacks tabloid reporter Fredericka Freddy Lounds (Lara Jean Chorostecki), who is investigating
him and Lecter. Graham shares a meal with Lecter about what is implied to be her meat, but it is soon revealed that Lounds are still alive and conspiring with Graham and Crawford to drag Lecter into their trap. [28] Lecter and Graham have a common enemy in Mason Verger (Michael Pitt), a wealthy sadorant whom they
both despise for emotionally and sexually abusing their twin sister, and Lecter's patient, Margot (Katharine Isabelle). Verger briefly enters treatment with Lecter to find out what Margot is saying about him, but soon kidnaps Lecter and Graham, intending to feed them both his prize pigs. However, they both escape, and
Lecter took Verger hostage in Graham's house. Lecter gives Mason an hallucinating cocktail, and tells him to cut off pieces of his face and feed them graham's. With Graham's approval, Lecter then broke Verger's neck with his bare hands, paralyzing him from the neck downwards. [29] In the season two final episode,

Crawford went to Lecter's house to arrest him. In the next struggle, Lecter seriously injured Crawford, while the still-alive Abigail Hobbs pushed Bloom out of the window. Lecter then stabbed Graham and slit Abigail's throat in front of him, and fled before police arrived. He is shown in a post-credit scene on a flight to
France with his psychiatrist, Bedelia Du Maurier (Gillian Anderson). [30] Season 3 of The Third Season revised the series' continuity to combine events from the novels Red Dragon and Hannibal. It also changes Lecter's origin story: in this continuity, Lecter's sister Mischa was murdered, cannibals, and fed by a farmer in
his native Lithuania; Lecter eventually turned the farmer into his prisoner. [31] Some episodes also show that, at a young age, Lecter was an 10-year-old serial killer known as florence monsters. [32] A few months after his escape, Lecter was living in Florence with Du Maurier, working as a museum in charge under the
alias Dr. Fell , who killed the original charge and stole his identity. [33] The frustrated Italian detective Rinaldo Pazzi (Fortunato Cerlino) tries to arrest him to collect a bonus placed by Mason Verger (Joe Anderson), who is also consulting with Bloom to catch Lecter. Lecter killed Pazzi and tried to flee the country, captured
by Crawford, who was involved in the brutal hand-to-hand fight. Meanwhile, Graham goes looking for Lecter with the servant of Dr. Chiyoh's family (Tao Okamoto), travels to the enemy's hometown to learn more about him. [34] Lecter escaped from Crawford and met Graham when he arrived in Italy again. Graham
reconciles with Lecter before pulling out the knife that stabs him, but Chiyoh shoots and injures Graham. Lecter takes Graham back to his mansion and tries to make a craniotomy on him in front of Crawford, but is interrupted by Italian detectives on the payroll of Mason, who supplies both of his properties in Maryland.
[35] Mason's doctor, Cordell Doemling (Glenn Fleshler) tells Lecter that he will mutile him until he dies, and prepares delicious dishes from his meat for Mason to eat. Under Graham's influence, Bloom frees Lecter, who claims Margot killed her brother, promising to take responsibility. Lecter then kills Doemling, who is
about to surgically remove Graham's face and graft it into Mason, and then instructs Margot and Bloom how to milk Mason's prostate unconscious to give Margot the sperm she needs to conceive a child and thus inherit the Verger family's fortune. After Margot killed her brother, Lecter went to Graham's house, wounded
graham and unconscious. When Graham awoke, he allowed Lecter to escape, claiming that he never wanted to see him again. Despite Graham, Lecter surrendered to Crawford that night and was arrested. [36] Lecter was found insane at his trial, and was detained at Baltimore Hospital for insanity, under the care of
Chilton and Bloom. Three years later, Graham went to the hospital to ask for help in making a dossier on a serial killer dubbed the Tooth Fairy, who killed the whole family. [37] Lecter begins contacting the killer, Francis Dolarhyde (Richard Armitage), and gives him Graham's home address. Dolarhyde attacks and injures
Graham's wife, Molly (Nina Arianda). Bloom and Crawford threatened to take away Lecter's hospital privilege unless he allowed them to listen to his conversations with Dolarhyde. Lecter complied, but then suddenly told Dolarhyde that they were listening. Bloom punished him by taking away his books and toilet chairs,
and locked him in a waist coat and muzzle. [38] Graham, in an attempt to get Dolarhyde out of hiding, gave an interview to Chilton and Lounds in which he described Tooth Fairy as ugly, helpless, and a product of incest. Dolarhyde, angered by bad reviews, kidnaps, burns and deforms Chilton, and sends Lecter Chilton's
severed lips, one of which Lecter eats. [39] In the series' final episode, The Wrath of the Lamb, Lecter and Graham developed a plan to capture Dolarhyde, using Lecter as bait. Lecter travels with Graham in a police convoy, which is moved to another facility to eventually draw the killer. However, Graham agreed with
Dolarhyde to free Lecter, and Dolarhyde attacks Kill the guards and let Lecter and Graham live. Lecter then took Graham to a secluded clifftop house, where he previously hosted Abigail Hobbs and Miriam Lass. Dolarhyde tracked them down and attacked them, shooting Lecter in the back and stabbing Graham in the
face. Although both were seriously injured, Lecter and Graham managed to get the better of Dolarhyde and kill him together: Graham sliced dolarhyde's chest open, while Lecter tears out his throat with his teeth. Lecter and Graham then embrace, before Graham pushes them both off a cliff. Their final fate is ambiguous;
a post-credits scene shows Du Maurier eating on his feet at a table set for three. [40] Series author Bryan Fuller stated that the scene was meant to suggest that Lecter and Graham survived and graham became Lecter's partner in the murder. Fuller has stated that Season 4 will portray Lecter and Graham on the run
from the FBI in Argentina, reflecting Lecter and Starling's storyline from the novel. [41] Graham's relationship with Lecter The relationship between Graham and Lecter formed the basis of the series. In season 3, their growing romance was taken from subtext to text. [39] As to whether it was part of the original plan to
portray their relationship as romantic, Fuller said: No, it naturally evolved because I guess I absorbed a lot of Mads and Hugh's performance, feeling like it was growing in intimacy. , and it will not be authentic does not solve it. Because all these characters, and especially Bedelia, were able to call out what she witnessed
[between Lecter and Graham], it seemed like a natural conclusion. I remember when I turned in the rewritten page where Will asked Bedelia if Hannibal was in love with him, I received a note from Don Mancini, one of our writers who was always pushing for more homosexual writing – not just context or subtext but text ,
text, text - and he was like, I'm glad you put that in there! That's what they said! They said it. [42] Discussing his motivation to acknowledge the romance between Graham and Lecter, Fuller said, It feels like we have to manily or get out of the pot, finally, because there was a lot going on between these two men until Will
asked, does Hannibal Lecter love me? it's a lot about death and romance between these two men. There is a quality to connections beyond sex. You may have this intimate connection with someone that then makes you wonder where your own sexual lines are. And we didn't completely broach sex. It has definitely been
proposed, but love is absolutely on the table. [43] Recalling how the song for the film's finale - Siouxsie Sioux's Love Crime - was created, Fuller said: It's exciting. She [Siouxsie Sioux] said, I write this song, hey, What are the things I should really think about? And I was like, 'this is a love story. A love story between a
formal psychopath and a young mentally capable person.' In fact, Hannibal Lecter is not a psychopath; He's completely different. But it's a love relationship between two men: one of them is a cannibal, and one of them understands those cannibal instincts too well. [44] In other media, Lecter was the subject of the 1998
song Hannibal (Se) Lectah by The Skalatones. [45] Lecter was paroally paroed in the musical Silence! 2005! The Musical, with characters derived from actor Brent Barrett. [46] Lecter is portrayed by Epic Rap Battles of History in Jack the Ripper Vs. Hannibal Lecter, in which Lecter (Lloyd Ahlquist) raps against Jack the
Ripper (Dan Bull). [47] Inspiring serial killer Dr. Alfredo Ballí Treviño, the real-life inspiration for LecterWorking as a journalist for Argosy in the 1960s, Thomas Harris interviewed psychiatric patient Dykes Askew Simmons. Simmons is being sentenced to death at Nuevo Leon State Prison, Monterrey, for killing three
people. Simmons was shot by a prison guard and treated by a skilled prison doctor whom Harris called Dr. Salazar. When Harris interviewed Salazar, Salazar asked Harris about Simmons' victims and the distortion and nature of the suffering. Harris described him as a tiny, lithe man with dark red hair who stood very still
with a certain elegance about him. The prison guard later told Harris that Salazar was a killer who could pack his victim in a surprisingly small box. [48] Salazar inspired Harris to create a character with a special understanding of the criminal mind. [48] Salazar is believed to be Alfredo Ballí Treviño, the last criminal to be
sentenced to death in Mexico, in 1959. Ballí was a doctor from an upper-class Monterrey family who killed his friend and lover Castillo Rangel and mutilated his body. He is also suspected of killing and dividing several hitch bike drivers on the outskirts of Ballí in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Harris also combined some
of these details into buffalo Bill's development as a killer in Silence of the Lambs. Ballí's sentence was reduced to 20 years and he was released in 1981. After his release, Ballí continued to work as a doctor in an austerity office until his death in 2009. [51] In her book Evil Serial Killers, Charlotte Greig stated that Lecter
was inspired at least in part by serial killer Albert Fish. Greig also said that, to explain Lecter's pathology, Harris had borrowed the possible apocryphal story about the serial killer and Stepan's brother Andrei Chikatilo kidnapped and eaten by hungry neighbors. [53] The location of Hannibal's book was inspired by florence
monsters. While preparing the book, Harris went to and was present at the trial of the main suspect, Pietro Pacciani, where he was seen taking notes. [54] See also The Novel Portal List of fictional serial killer villains Reference ^ 100 heroes &amp; villains of AFI. American Film Institute. June 2003. Retrieved February 12,
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